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I) INTRODUCTION
This report
87ER60522

& SUMMARY

describes

progress

for the fiscal period

(DOE/ER/60522-4

as of the third

1/1/92

& -5) covered

and

3-year period.
techniques

been

for the performance

when

group

application
by that

and materials

To insure

reports

cycle.

Because

progress

over the

novel instrumentation
research,

for use at storage

into

that

research

and especially

ring sources.

development

is driven

the Princeton

"instrumentation"

and

is simultaneously

involved

in both

developed

useful

Research

instrumentation

are inseparably

this coupling_

of the instrumentation

coupled

by specific

Biophysics

"applications"
development

developand proceed

needs

group

of basic re-

has avoided

specialists;

rather_

of instrumentation

to basic research

problems

the
each

and the

being

worked

on

individual.

Because

this

briefly

summarize

period

1/1/90

area x-ray

is the last progress
the

detectors_
Biophysics

half dozen

CCD-based

components

high

points

thru the present

Princeton

group

has overseen

are studies

instrumentation

on the effects

has involved

of these

devices.

storage

Several

biomaterials

research

developed

under

of all the

of the detectors

are now

biomaterials

research.

is now underway.

has been performed

this grant.

on biomembranes

of over a

evaluations

used to perform

ring application

By now_ the

and application

detailed

The

of CCD-based

research.

testing,

to very

period.

for the development

the assembly_

of high pressures

three-year

and biomaterials

The process

for dedicated

cycle_ it is useful

over the entire

stage and are routinely

At the same time_ significant
tors and ancillary

of the results

and software)

Large scale development

in a 3-year grant

instrumentation

detectors.

(hardware

report

has been one of fruition

ancillary

well out of the development

protein

suitable

by the philosophy

the instrumentation

of the group
member

progress

and the overall goals, as well as most of the specific goals have

is well guided

search problems.
division

of biological= and materials

detectors

and basic biostructural

effectively

cycle_ this :report will summarize

DE-FG-02-

met.

The research
ment

of x-ray

has been excellent

successfully

Two earlier annual

The overall goals of the gra:nt are to develop

for the development
progress

to 12/31/92.

the first two years of the 3-year grant

this is the last year of a 3-year grant
entire

year of a 3-year DoE grant

with the detec-

Of particular

significance

and experiments

on lipid-

interactions.

With

respect

to the training

trained

through

formed

on the apparatus_

Specific

to a Ph.D._

goals of the grant_

four undergraduates

and two post-docs

accomplishments

two graduate

have graduated

are part way through

students

with
their

senior

have been
theses

per-

training.

of the grant include:
0

J
I
ni

|

A) A prototype

large area CCD x-ray detector

led into development

work on a dedicated

B) Two new CCD-based
'

x-ray detector

detector

designs,

x-ray detector

optics, software,
tested.

components,

study

E) Work on pixel array detectors
F) Ancillary beam.line
characterization.
G) Low-light

biomembrane,

Reports

20 papers,
addition,

biomaterials,

period

for submission.
attached.

Copies

Capsule

The references
abstracts

II) RESEARCH

in section
report,

of publications

and have been

with

published

and two Ph.D

are in various

stages

in

theses;

in

of preparation

earlier progress

accomplishments

CCD

reports

are given,
consult

are

below.

the list of

Detector

the assembly

large format (2048 x 2048) CCD detector

was specifically

tion. It consisted

designed

of a thin phosphor

liquid film coupled

testing

coupled

limited

tions better

than 50 urn.

The detector

was achieved

The prototype

large format

CCD

images.
detectors
3

..........

better

with spatial resoluquality

The tests unequivocally
are feasible

was evaluated

The results were quite

simultaneously

was shown to yield

acquired storage phosphor

"11

of protein Laue diffrac-

to a thin fiber optic plate, which was in turn

CCD 55 mm across.

operation

of a prototype

for use at a storage ring source.

at the CHESS facility at Cornell University.

quantum

coupled

and evaluation

to meet the stiff requirements

to an experimental

spectacular:

.....

lyoluminescence

information.

1992) descrlbe

directly

for blomaterials

under this grant for the

refer to papers and theses;

et al (1991;

that

III, below,

of the major research

Eikenberry

temporaneously

and/or

was accomplished.

performed

not submitted

et al, 1991; 1992.

by applications

research

from the theses

E_kenberry

The detector

fiber

ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Format

coupled

was developed

4 undergraduate

References:

directly

constructed,

on color image intensification,

listed below each subheading

for abstract

A) Large

derived

summaries

intensifiers,

and film was performed.

instrumentation

of the research

1 technical

4 research papers,

structures,

were designed,

and materials

are tabulat;ed

17 abstracts,

and pu_ into use.

polymerization.

of the accomplishments

1/1/92-12/31/92

phosphor

image plates

level research was performed
during

tested

was initiated.

and high-pressure

and luminescence
H) Much

including

of CCD detectors,

This

one based on a reducing image intensifier

CCDs and e]!ectronic components

D) A comparative

and tested at CHESS.

based on a 2048 × 2048 CCD.

and one based on a fiber-optt, c taper, were assembled,
C) Ancillary

,|

was assembled

data than condemonstrated

and have the capability

t

i

t

of meeting

some of the more difficult

detector

,,

requirements

encountered

at storage

ring

sources.

, "

The results

of the tests were reported

degree of enthusiasm.
CHESS,

This led to the formation

and others

a 3:1 fiber-optic
renewal
detector

to develop

a detector

CCD

Detector

Three

CCD detector

other
testing,

of the detector

Eikenberry

of Reynolds
camera

(Photometrics

model

CC-200).

a wider

dynamic

systematic

system

effects.

at a fraction

in the A/D

for SAXS
The

Nov.

11, 1991 or the current

second

of a larger

range,

detector

for which

detector

input

the detector

design

the characteristics
the remaining
configuration
membrane

allowed

diffraction

Thomson

assembly.

_

coupling

intensifier

Non-linearity
CC-200

problems

use in

It is suitable

80 mm input

when

single

the image intenat sufficient

operation.

it was decided

Although

to try and improve

in the intensifier

is intended

area

has the advantage

operated

limited

via a reducing

The detector

in the

is now in dedicated

detector

resolution
quantum

and

200 Khz camera

who are willing to supply

with less image reduction

and image

configuration

low persistence
512

fabricated

for use with diffuse signals,

stability,

is available.

CCD. This

high gain,

unit

fiber-optic

and to perform
taper.

The new

to be used for polymer

and

problems.

The final detector
with a custom,

to a TEK512

better

in preparation.

image intensifier

CCD

of

in overall performance,

of the image

This detector

of a custom

by replacement

slow-scan

less distortion,

with the Photometrics

consists

to achieve

by operating

is now under

cooled,

in a manuscript

including

The first design is a retrofit
49: 1241)

operation

of a compromised

tube

reduction

to completion,

with the old vidicon camera.

area and at least two vendors

is quite suitable

Instr.

resolution,

an appropriate

lens coupled

in the image

use.

available

using a 50 Khz model.

It; has the disadvantages

reduction

better

were encountered

intensifier

Sci.

in preparation.

The result was a great improvement

and will be fully described

problems

zoom

"'

our group,

on a 2048 x2048 CCD and

through

research

a commercially

of the gain needed

electronics

our laboratory

were also carried

for dedicated

with

The

which necessitated

input

dated

effort between

et al, 1992; manuscripts

et al, 1978 (Rev.

vidicon

including

designs

and installation

the slow-scan

sifier.

Application

to a great

Designs

Tate (1991);

assemble,

stage

for use at CHESS based

taper (see the Supplemental

References:

design

of a collaborative

meetings

application,
date May, 1992 for a complete description
of the collaboration).
This
will serve as a test platform for similar devices intended for beamlines at the APS.

B) Other

fewer

at several crystallographic

phosphor

× 512 detector.

'"

consists

of a single stage proximity

coupled
The

W

via a 5:1 fiber-optic

CCD

" m

is controlled

focussed
taper

intensifier

to a fiber-optic

by a Princeton

Scientific

o

o

Instruments

GEN-V

controller.

for a wide variety of diffraction
mm on the diagonal.

This detector
problems

The detector

It is now being routinely

performs beautifully

in which the input aperture is limited

will be fully described

used for biomembrane

in which the detector

limiting,

of the static

is not count-rate

limited

C) Ancillary

X-ray

Reference:

Deckman

Many problems
electronic

Detector

CCD

controllers

the four CCD

detectors

in the papers

describing

(1) Several phosphor
without

intensifiers,

substantially

described

were developed

and different deposition

of different experimental

needs.

very high quality

up to 75 mm diameter

and air-path

optics

scatter problems,

which compromise

suffering from a decreasing
to be an art. Although
limitations

required

have only recently
based

detectors

biasing

Eikenberry

A comparative

contrast

in detail

appears
Beyond

attainable.

e_ciency

between

to be such that
that,

the vendor

Image

intensifiers
and light

Image tubes are also
electronics

appear

are available, few meet the stringent

because

the

in the context

electron

CCD control

of modern

here:

noise

CCDs.

(5) Trapless

directly

coupled fiber-optic

for the introduction

CCDs

of the "fat-zero"

light

been used to fill traps prior to exposure.

et al, 1992.

study was performed

problems

phosphors
(probably

very low contrasts

(e.g.

on the capabilities
performed

lack the sensitivity

which compromise

of CCD detectors,

at Princeton

of CCD detectors

mostly due to light scattering

plate reader and in the plates)

5-10_0), film is a superior detector

x-ray stor-

and at CHESS

demon-

and have serious sys-

in the optical

low contrast
i

I

were examined

of inevitable

(4) High quality

suitable

and evaluating

are worth noting

limiting.(3)

because

This is important

and x-ray film. The study,

strate that storage
tematic

severely

and

Comparisons

Reference:

age phosphors

become

the ultimate

do not have airpaths

CCDs,

The trade-offs

are available.

to fully utilize the capabilities
become available.

phosphors,

taper technology

many different controllers

which has traditionally

D) Detector

resolution.

if possible,

vendor base.

et al, 1991.

which have improved

procedures

(2) Fiber-optic

are to be avoided,

components,

A few points

the detector

both

Eikenberry

A & B, above; these are discussed

use of different phosphors

of the tapers

in preparation;

detectors.

procedures

compromising

base and the quality

The detector

over the course of assembling

in sections

the respective

tapers

encountered.

is not

count-rates.

fiber-optic

were investigated

deposition

is highly suitable

Components

et al, 1990; manuscripts

involving

to about 70

time of about 4 seconds

problems

available

suitable

in preparation.

This detector

readout

diffraction

even at the highest

in a manuscript

research.

for storage ring applications
le, a large fraction

and is highly

paths of the image

signal detection.

In fact, at

to storage phosphors.

At higher

contrasts,

and given sufficient signal, which is the case encountered

with many traditional

protein crystaUographic problems, storage phosphors

are very good detectors. In ali cases,

the CCD detectors

but, of course, with a smaller sensi-

tive area.

delivered

The importance

superior performance,

of this study is that it shows that the published

evaluations

of storage phosphors are optimistic and delimits the diffraction situations where storage
phosphors should and should not be used.
The comparative
stalled

evaluation

was performed

using the storage phosphor

system in-

at CHESS. It would be useful to redo this study with other storage phosphor

systems, since the performance

is a function of the image plate reader.

A follow-up study

using a Fuji reader is planned.
E) Pixel

Array

Detectors

Work on pixel array detectors
opment
grant.

would require far greater
This was unfortunate

most difficult detector

was delayed when it became clear that serious develresources than were available under the current

because pixel array detectors

problems

projected

research on pixel arrays was presented
proposal

to jointly

now planning
F) Ancillary

for the APS. An opportunity

by the APS Collaborative

to solve the

to begin serious

Research Program.

develop pixel arrays with the APS was submitted

is moving along rapidly.

renewal application

have the potential

DoE

and accepted

A
and

More detail on this is given in the current grant

dated May, 1992.

Beamline

and High

Pressure

Instrumentation

References'. Strzalka, 1992; Tare et al, 1992; So et al, 1992; So, 1992; manuscripts

in

preparation.
Tare et al, 1992, describes
tion to a temperature-jump
are substantial
investigated

apparatus

study of membrane

difficulties in obtaining

the possibilities

of initiating

It turns out that biomembrane
sensitive.

for time-resolved

u_form

phase transitions

lipid mesomorphic

a detailed investigation

of the structure

cation of a novel dilatometer
vs. pressure;
modynamic

transitions

and thermodynamics

of the specimens.

are exquisitly

pressure

beam.llne appara-

of lipid-water

mesomorphic

It includes the design, construction,

for measurement

we

The Ph.D. thesis of Peter So (1992) is
and appli-

of the volume changes of small specimens

this data is used, via the Clausius-Clapeyron
potentials

therefore,

(P-jumps).

pressure and temperature

of static x-ray diffraction.

vs. pressure and temperature.

at the NSLS. There

events via pressure-jumps

So et al (1992) describes automated

and the applica-

heating in bulk specimens;

tus for the performance
transitions

diffraction

relation,

to extract

the ther-

The thesis then goes on to describe a series of

high pressure x-ray cells and their application

to the study of the structure

of lipid-water

dispersions

under high pressures,

Papers detailing the instrumentation

and results of So

(1992) are presently being written.
So (1992) forms the basis of a P-jump experiment
1992.
G) Low-Light

scheduled for the NSLS in June,
i

Level Research

References: Reynolds,

1990; 1991; 1992; Hajduk & Reynolds, 1992 (abstract).

Reynolds (1991) describes procedures which could be used to obtain color information
in image intensified images.

Normally, color information

incident upon a single photo-cathode
appropriate spatial translations
obtained in simultaneous,

is lost because the image in

and the output image is a phosphor. However, by

of images of different colors, spectral information may be

parallel channels.

Reynolds (1990; 1992) describe research on lyoluminescent

phenomena with an aim

of understanding the effect and determining if it is suitable for luminescent dosimetry.
Hajduk & Reynolds (1992) reports on the observation of luminescence from polymefizing acrylamide gels. The source of luminescence is not understood, but it is speculated that
it might be useful as a diagnostic for chemical reactions which occur upon polymerization.
H) Biomaterials

and Materials

Research

References: Boni et al, 1990; Kaufman et al, 1990; Lewis et al, 1990; Turner, 1990;
Gruner & Shyamsunder, 1991; Narayan et al, 1990; Gruner, 1991; 1992; Turner et al,
1992a & b; Gawrisch et al, 1992; So, 1992; Polcyn, 1992.
As indicated in the Introduction
both in instrumentation

development

section, every Biophysics group member is involved
and in the use of the instrumentation

for basic re-

search. Briefly:
Gruner (1992) and Tate et al (1992) are invited reviews summarizing the biomembrane
phase transition work carried out by the Princeton Biophysics group over the past 7 years.
Boniet al (1990) and Lewis et al, (1990) are characterization
surfactant molecules.
Gruner & Shyamsunder

of synthetic lipid and

(1991) and Gruner (1991) describe how membrane physical

properties may affect membrane protein activity. It is speculated that anaesthesia may be
mediated

via membrane elastic effects on proteins.

Kaufman et al (1990) describes describes a study of the physical and chemical properties of the membrane from a plasmalogen-deficient

bacterium.

Turner (1990) and Turner et al (1992a &: b) describe x-ray and neutron diffraction
based studies on the structure of nonlamellar biomembrane

lipid phases.

Turner et al

(1992b)

forms

the basis of a neutron

for the High Flux
Narayan

et al (1990)

overall volume
assumption

a nearly

of linear

addition

of water

and lipid

and Polcyn

(1992)

biomembrane

lipids,

statistics

scheduled

Lab in the Fall of 1992.

method

fully-hydrated

The assumption

of lipid chain

National

a high pressure

hydrating

So (1992)
upon

describe

literature.

study

at Brookhaven

upon

of biomembrane

sures

Beam Reactor

diffraction

for determining

lyotropic

volume,

liquid

which

the change

crystal.

underlies

in

It tests the

a vast quantity

is shown to be valid.

describe

the effects of both

as characterized

positive

via high pressure

and negative

x-ray

pres-

diffraction

and

reports are included

with

dilatometry.
III)

PUBLICATIONS,
(Note:

Papers

this progress

THESES

not previously

submitted

as a separate

package).

report

A) Papers

_z Technical

Boni,

Perkins,

L.T.,

Hope,

H.W.,

M.J.

E.F.,

Minchey,

Chem.

Dunsmuir,

J.H.

)

and Gruner,

L.E.,

Gruner,

Polymorphic

Phys.

Lipids

S.M. (1990).

S.M.,

Cullis,

phase behavior

P.R.,

of alpha-

54: 193-203.
Microfabrication

of cellular

J. Vac. Sci. B 7: 1832-1835.

Tare, M.W.,

Belmonte,

A.L., Lowrance,

A direct-coupled
CCD imaging

detector
array. IEEE

E.F., Tare, M.W._ Bilderback,
of film, storage

ironic

Devices,

Image

No. 121, Inst.

V.A.,

Hajduk,

Rand,

R.P. (1992).

sition

sequence

phosphors

1991, E.L. Morgan,

of Physics,

J.L., Bilderback,

for synchrotron
Trans.

Nuc.

D.H. and Gruner,

Comparison

K., Parsegian,

Bolcsak,

hemisuccinate.

large format

Gawrisch,

S.R.,

A.S. (1990).

S.M. (1991).

Eikenberry,

- 611192

with prior progress

and Janoff,

phosphors.
Eikenberry,

(1/1/90

Reports

W.R.,

tocopherol
Deckman,

& REPORTS

Bristol,
D.A.,

Energetics

and

x-radiation
Sci. NS-38:

S.M. (1991).
CCD

ed.

D. and Gruner,
a

110-118.

X-ray detectors:

detectors.

(Inst.

using

In Photoelec.

of Physics

Conf.

Series

UK, 1992).
Tare, M.W.,

Gruner,

S.M., Fuller,

of a hexagonal-lamellar-hexagonal

in dioleoylphosphatidylethanolamine

31: 2856-2864.

|
!

membranes.

N.L. and

phase tranBiochem.

•

¢

Gruner, S.M. and Shyamsunder, E. (1991). Is the mechanism of general anesthesia related
to lipid membrane
685-699.

spontaneous

curvature?

Annals N.Y. Acad.

Sci.

6_5:

t

Gruner,

S.M. (1991).

Lipid membrane

curvature

elasticity and protein function,

in Bio.

logically Inspired Physics, L. Peliti, ed. (Plenum Press, NY).
Gruner,

S.M. (1992).

Nonlamellar

Biological Membranes,
Kaufman,

A.E., Goldfine,

Lipid Phases.

(Invited

review.)

The Structure

of

P.L. Yeagle, ed. (CRC Press, Boca Raton, FL).

H., Narayan,

O. and Gruner,

S.M. (1990).

on the membranes and lipids of plasmologen-deficient

Physical

Megasphaera

studies
Elsdenii.

Chem. Phys. Lipids 55: 41-48.
Lewis, R.N.A.H.,

Yue, A.W.B., McElhaney, R.N., Turner, D.C. and Gruner, S.M. (1990).

Thermotropic
L

of the 2-0-ocyl, polyprenyl-a-D-glucopyranoside

isolated from palmltate enriched Acholeplasma laidlawii B membrane.
Biophys.

Narayan.

characterization

Acta I0_6: 21-28.

O., So, P.T.C.,
E. (1990).

Turner,

D.C., Gruner,

Volume constriction

pressure x-ray diffraction.

S.M., Tare, M.W. and Shyamsunder,

in a lipid-water

Phys. Rev. A _:

Reynolds, G,T. (1989). Thirty years of (image)intensified
104-124.
Reynolds,

Biochim.

G.T. (1990).

Lyoluminescence.

87ER60522-A000.

(Dept.

Tech.

Report

liquid crystal using high-

7479-7482.
physics and biology, SPIE 116I:

#3, DOE Contract

of Physics, Princeton

DE-FG02-

University, Princeton,

NJ

08544).
Reynolds,

G.T. (1991).
1366-1368.

Image intensification

Reynolds, G.T. (1992). Lyoluminescence.

with color capability.

J. Luminescence

(in press).

Appl.

Optics

30:

So, P.T.C.,

Gruner, S.M.
ture control

and Shyamsunder,
apparatus

E. (1992).

for x-ray powder

Automated
diffraction

pressure
studies.

and
Rev.

temperaSci. Instr.

63: 1763-1770.
Tate, M.W.
Tate,

(1991).

M.W.,

CCDbased

Eikenberry,

x-ray detectors.

E.F.,

Turner, D.C.,

Adv.

Shyamsunder,

Nonbilayer phases of membranelipids.
57: 147-164.
Tare,

M.W.,

Shyamsunder,

E., Gruner,

lamellar-inverse
tion. Biochem.
Turner,

D.C.

and Gruner,
hexagonal

Turner,

D.C.,

Gruner,

hexagonal phase transition
$I: 1081-1092.

(HII)

S.M. and Huang,

J.S.

hexagonal

diffraction.

(HII)

Biochem.

E. and (]runer,

S.M. (1991).

review.)

Phys.

Lipids

Kinetics

of the

Chem.

K.L. (1992).

reconstruction

systems.

(1992b).

Sf: 357-362.

using time resolved

X-ray diffraction

phase in lipid-water

unit cell of the inverted

B)

(Invited

S.M. and D'Amico,

S.M. (1992a).

using neutron

in X-ray Analysis

Biochem.

Distribution

x-ray diffrac-

of the inverted

$I: 1340-1355.
of decane

within the

phase of lipid-water-decane

systems

3I: 1356-1363.

Abstracts

Boni, L.T., Perkins,
M.J.

W.R.,

and Janoff,

tocopherol
Boni, L., Minchey,

Minchey,

A.S. (1990).

hemisuccinate.

S., Perkins,

H.M., Gruner,

E.F.,

Biophys.

S.M. and Gruener,

Harper,

P.E.,

of the POPE-POPC

polymorphlc

Hajduk,
system.

D.A.

of alpha-

A.S. (1991).

J. 59: 503a.

Ion channel

properties

are altered by

J. 59: 266a.
and Gruner,

Biophys.

10

behavior

S. and Janoff,

Biophys.

R. (1991).
Biophys.

phase

J. 57: 263a.

of interdigitation.

lipid bilayer composition.
Eikenberry,

The

W., Ahl, P., Tare, M., Gruner,

The size dependence
Chang,

S.R., Bulczak_ L.E., Gruner, S.M., CuUis, P.R., Hope,

S.M. (1990).

J. 57: 468a.

Phase

behavior

J

4

Gawrisch,

K., Parsegian,

V.A., Rand, R.P., Fuller, N., Tate, M.W., Hajduk, D. and

Gruner_ S.M. (1990).

A hexagonal-lameUar-hexagonal

dioleylphosphatidylethanolamine
and thermal perturbation.

(DOPE).

double transition

Characterization

Biophys. J. 57: 35a.

of

under osmotic
i

Gawrisch, K., Parsegian, V.A., Hajduk, D.A., Tate, M.W., Gruner, S.M., Fuller, N.L. and
Rand,

R.P. (1991).

Generation of a re-entrant hexagonal(II)-lameUar(a)

-

phase diagram for DOPE-water mixtures using measured heats of transition
and works of hydration. Biophys. J. 59: 548a.
Gruner,

S.M. (1990).

Relations

biomembrane
Gruner,

S.M., Turner,

between

function.

Gruner,

S.M. (1992). Nonlamellar

Hajduk,

D.A. and Reynolds,
lamide (abst.).

nonlameUar

phases, and

Biophys. J. 57: 20a.

coefficient of a lipid monolayer.

ative probability
neous curvature.

of the

Bull. Amer. Phys. Soc.

lipid phases: Bull. Amer. Phys. Soc. 37: 578-579.

G.T. (1992).

Luminescence

from polymerization

of acry-

Bull. Arner. Soc. 37: 510.

Keller, S.L., Bezrukov, S.M., Gruner,

S.M., Vodyanoy, I. and Parsegian,

of alamethicin conductance
Biophys. J. 61: Al15.

D.A., Lewis, R.N.A.H._
(1990).

elasticity,

D.C., Wang, Z-G. and Safran, S.A. (1990). Measurement

Gaussian curvature
35: 257.

Mannock,

curvature

McElhaney,

V.A. (1992). Rel-

states varies with lipid sponta-

R.N., Turner,

D.C. and Gruner,

S.M.

The effect of chirality on the bilayer and non-bilayer phase tran-

sitions in di-dodecyl-t3-D-glucopyramosyl

glycerols. Biophys. J. 57: 267a.

Mannock, D.A., McElhaney, R.N., Harper, P. and Gruner, S.M. (1991). The thermotropic
phase properties of a homologous series of synthetic l_2-di-o-acyl-3-o-(fl-D8alactopyranosyl)-gn-Glycerols.
Biophys. J. 59: 636a.
Osterberg,

F., Cerne, J., Shyamsunder,
unpolymerized
59'. 128a.

E. and Gruner,

and polymerized lipid-water
i

11

S.M. (1991).

Polymorphism

membrane systems.

of

Biophys. J.

Perkins,

W.R.,

Minchey, S.R., Parente, K., Gruner, S., Osterberg,

Cochrane,

C.G., Revak, S.D., Merritt,

T.A.,

Heldt,

F., Taraschi, T.F.,
G. and Janoff, A.S.

(1992). Lipid systems undergoing; bilayer to hexagonal (II) transitions spread
rapidly at the air-water interface:

A new approach to artificial surfactant

design. Biophys. J. 61: A239.
So, P.T.C., Tate, M.W., Gruner, S.M. and Shyamsundcr,

E. (1990).

studies on the effect of alkanols on DOPE-membranes
Biophys. J. 57: 274a.
Turner, D.C. and Gruner, S.M.(1990).
hexagonal
269a.
Turner,

(HII)

D.C. and Gruner,

under high pressure.

Deviation from cylindrical symmetry in the inverted

phase in phospholipid-water

S.M. (1991).

of the inverted hexagonal
neutron diffraction.

X-ray diffraction

The distribution

membranes.

Biophys.

J. 57:

of decane within the unit cell

(HH) phase of lipid-water-decane

systems using

Biophys. J. 59: 503a.

C) Theses
Cerne, J.A. (1990). High pressure studies using a diamond anvil cell. (Senior Thesis, Dept.
of Physics, Princeton

University).

Ijiri, Yumi (1991). Studies on charged phospholipid-water
Dept. of Physics, Princeton

phase behavior.

(Senior Thesis,

University).

Polcyn, A.D. (1992). A study of the effect of negative pressure on the HI1 phase of the
DOPE/Water

system.

(Senior thesis, Dept.

of Physics, Princeton

Univer-

sity.)
So, P.T.C. (1992). High pressure effects on the mesophases of lipid-water systems. (PhD
Thesis, Dept of Physics, Princeton University.)
Strzalka, Joseph W. (1991). Design and characterization of a capacitance-bmsed
ter prototype (Senior Thesis, Princeton Elec. Engineering Dept.).
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I) INTRODUCTION
This report
87ER60522

& SUMMARY

describes

progress

for the fiscal period

(DOE/ER/60522-4

as of the third

1/1/92

& -5) covered

and

3-year period.
techniques

been

for the performance

when

group

application
by that

and materials

To insure

reports

cycle.

Because

progress

over the

novel instrumentation
research,

for use at storage

into

that

research

and especially

ring sources.

development

is driven

the Princeton

"instrumentation"

and

is simultaneously

involved

in both

developed

useful

Research

instrumentation

are inseparably

this coupling_

of the instrumentation

coupled

by specific

Biophysics

"applications"
development

developand proceed

needs

group

of basic re-

has avoided

specialists;

rather_

of instrumentation

to basic research

problems

the
each

and the

being

worked

on

individual.

Because

this

briefly

summarize

period

1/1/90

area x-ray

is the last progress
the

detectors_
Biophysics

half dozen

CCD-based

components

high

points

thru the present

Princeton

group

has overseen

are studies

instrumentation

on the effects

has involved

of these

devices.

storage

Several

biomaterials

research

developed

under

of all the

of the detectors

are now

biomaterials

research.

is now underway.

has been performed

this grant.

on biomembranes

of over a

evaluations

used to perform

ring application

By now_ the

and application

detailed

The

of CCD-based

research.

testing,

to very

period.

for the development

the assembly_

of high pressures

three-year

and biomaterials

The process

for dedicated

cycle_ it is useful

over the entire

stage and are routinely

At the same time_ significant
tors and ancillary

of the results

and software)

Large scale development

in a 3-year grant

instrumentation

detectors.

(hardware

report

has been one of fruition

ancillary

well out of the development

protein

suitable

by the philosophy

the instrumentation

of the group
member

progress

and the overall goals, as well as most of the specific goals have

is well guided

search problems.
division

of biological= and materials

detectors

and basic biostructural

effectively

cycle_ this :report will summarize

DE-FG-02-

met.

The research
ment

of x-ray

has been excellent

successfully

Two earlier annual

The overall goals of the gra:nt are to develop

for the development
progress

to 12/31/92.

the first two years of the 3-year grant

this is the last year of a 3-year grant
entire

year of a 3-year DoE grant

with the detec-

Of particular

significance

and experiments

on lipid-

interactions.

With

respect

to the training

trained

through

formed

on the apparatus_

Specific

to a Ph.D._

goals of the grant_

four undergraduates

and two post-docs

accomplishments

two graduate

have graduated

are part way through

students

with
their

senior

have been
theses

per-

training.

of the grant include:
0

J
I
ni

|

A) A prototype

large area CCD x-ray detector

led into development

work on a dedicated

B) Two new CCD-based
'

x-ray detector

detector

designs,

x-ray detector

optics, software,
tested.

components,

study

E) Work on pixel array detectors
F) Ancillary beam.line
characterization.
G) Low-light

biomembrane,

Reports

20 papers,
addition,

biomaterials,

period

for submission.
attached.

Copies

Capsule

The references
abstracts

II) RESEARCH

in section
report,

of publications

and have been

with

published

and two Ph.D

are in various

stages

in

theses;

in

of preparation

earlier progress

accomplishments

CCD

reports

are given,
consult

are

below.

the list of

Detector

the assembly

large format (2048 x 2048) CCD detector

was specifically

tion. It consisted

designed

of a thin phosphor

liquid film coupled

testing

coupled

limited

tions better

than 50 urn.

The detector

was achieved

The prototype

large format

CCD

images.
detectors
3

..........

better

with spatial resoluquality

The tests unequivocally
are feasible

was evaluated

The results were quite

simultaneously

was shown to yield

acquired storage phosphor

"11

of protein Laue diffrac-

to a thin fiber optic plate, which was in turn

CCD 55 mm across.

operation

of a prototype

for use at a storage ring source.

at the CHESS facility at Cornell University.

quantum

coupled

and evaluation

to meet the stiff requirements

to an experimental

spectacular:

.....

lyoluminescence

information.

1992) descrlbe

directly

for blomaterials

under this grant for the

refer to papers and theses;

et al (1991;

that

III, below,

of the major research

Eikenberry

temporaneously

and/or

was accomplished.

performed

not submitted

et al, 1991; 1992.

by applications

research

from the theses

E_kenberry

The detector

fiber

ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Format

coupled

was developed

4 undergraduate

References:

directly

constructed,

on color image intensification,

listed below each subheading

for abstract

A) Large

derived

summaries

intensifiers,

and film was performed.

instrumentation

of the research

1 technical

4 research papers,

structures,

were designed,

and materials

are tabulat;ed

17 abstracts,

and pu_ into use.

polymerization.

of the accomplishments

1/1/92-12/31/92

phosphor

image plates

level research was performed
during

tested

was initiated.

and high-pressure

and luminescence
H) Much

including

of CCD detectors,

This

one based on a reducing image intensifier

CCDs and e]!ectronic components

D) A comparative

and tested at CHESS.

based on a 2048 × 2048 CCD.

and one based on a fiber-optt, c taper, were assembled,
C) Ancillary

,|

was assembled

data than condemonstrated

and have the capability

t

i

t

of meeting

some of the more difficult

detector

,,

requirements

encountered

at storage

ring

sources.

, "

The results

of the tests were reported

degree of enthusiasm.
CHESS,

This led to the formation

and others

a 3:1 fiber-optic
renewal
detector

to develop

a detector

CCD

Detector

Three

CCD detector

other
testing,

of the detector

Eikenberry

of Reynolds
camera

(Photometrics

model

CC-200).

a wider

dynamic

systematic

system

effects.

at a fraction

in the A/D

for SAXS
The

Nov.

11, 1991 or the current

second

of a larger

range,

detector

for which

detector

input

the detector

design

the characteristics
the remaining
configuration
membrane

allowed

diffraction

Thomson

assembly.

_

coupling

intensifier

Non-linearity
CC-200

problems

use in

It is suitable

80 mm input

when

single

the image intenat sufficient

operation.

it was decided

Although

to try and improve

in the intensifier

is intended

area

has the advantage

operated

limited

via a reducing

The detector

in the

is now in dedicated

detector

resolution
quantum

and

200 Khz camera

who are willing to supply

with less image reduction

and image

configuration

low persistence
512

fabricated

for use with diffuse signals,

stability,

is available.

CCD. This

high gain,

unit

fiber-optic

and to perform
taper.

The new

to be used for polymer

and

problems.

The final detector
with a custom,

to a TEK512

better

in preparation.

image intensifier

CCD

of

in overall performance,

of the image

This detector

of a custom

by replacement

slow-scan

less distortion,

with the Photometrics

consists

to achieve

by operating

is now under

cooled,

in a manuscript

including

The first design is a retrofit
49: 1241)

operation

of a compromised

tube

reduction

to completion,

with the old vidicon camera.

area and at least two vendors

is quite suitable

Instr.

resolution,

an appropriate

lens coupled

in the image

use.

available

using a 50 Khz model.

It; has the disadvantages

reduction

better

were encountered

intensifier

Sci.

in preparation.

The result was a great improvement

and will be fully described

problems

zoom

"'

our group,

on a 2048 x2048 CCD and

through

research

a commercially

of the gain needed

electronics

our laboratory

were also carried

for dedicated

with

The

which necessitated

input

dated

effort between

et al, 1992; manuscripts

et al, 1978 (Rev.

vidicon

including

designs

and installation

the slow-scan

sifier.

Application

to a great

Designs

Tate (1991);

assemble,

stage

for use at CHESS based

taper (see the Supplemental

References:

design

of a collaborative

meetings

application,
date May, 1992 for a complete description
of the collaboration).
This
will serve as a test platform for similar devices intended for beamlines at the APS.

B) Other

fewer

at several crystallographic

phosphor

× 512 detector.

'"

consists

of a single stage proximity

coupled
The

W

via a 5:1 fiber-optic

CCD

" m

is controlled

focussed
taper

intensifier

to a fiber-optic

by a Princeton

Scientific

o

o

Instruments

GEN-V

controller.

for a wide variety of diffraction
mm on the diagonal.

This detector
problems

The detector

It is now being routinely

performs beautifully

in which the input aperture is limited

will be fully described

used for biomembrane

in which the detector

limiting,

of the static

is not count-rate

limited

C) Ancillary

X-ray

Reference:

Deckman

Many problems
electronic

Detector

CCD

controllers

the four CCD

detectors

in the papers

describing

(1) Several phosphor
without

intensifiers,

substantially

described

were developed

and different deposition

of different experimental

needs.

very high quality

up to 75 mm diameter

and air-path

optics

scatter problems,

which compromise

suffering from a decreasing
to be an art. Although
limitations

required

have only recently
based

detectors

biasing

Eikenberry

A comparative

contrast

in detail

appears
Beyond

attainable.

e_ciency

between

to be such that
that,

the vendor

Image

intensifiers
and light

Image tubes are also
electronics

appear

are available, few meet the stringent

because

the

in the context

electron

CCD control

of modern

here:

noise

CCDs.

(5) Trapless

directly

coupled fiber-optic

for the introduction

CCDs

of the "fat-zero"

light

been used to fill traps prior to exposure.

et al, 1992.

study was performed

problems

phosphors
(probably

very low contrasts

(e.g.

on the capabilities
performed

lack the sensitivity

which compromise

of CCD detectors,

at Princeton

of CCD detectors

mostly due to light scattering

plate reader and in the plates)

5-10_0), film is a superior detector

x-ray stor-

and at CHESS

demon-

and have serious sys-

in the optical

low contrast
i

I

were examined

of inevitable

(4) High quality

suitable

and evaluating

are worth noting

limiting.(3)

because

This is important

and x-ray film. The study,

strate that storage
tematic

severely

and

Comparisons

Reference:

age phosphors

become

the ultimate

do not have airpaths

CCDs,

The trade-offs

are available.

to fully utilize the capabilities
become available.

phosphors,

taper technology

many different controllers

which has traditionally

D) Detector

resolution.

if possible,

vendor base.

et al, 1991.

which have improved

procedures

(2) Fiber-optic

are to be avoided,

components,

A few points

the detector

both

Eikenberry

A & B, above; these are discussed

use of different phosphors

of the tapers

in preparation;

detectors.

procedures

compromising

base and the quality

The detector

over the course of assembling

in sections

the respective

tapers

encountered.

is not

count-rates.

fiber-optic

were investigated

deposition

is highly suitable

Components

et al, 1990; manuscripts

involving

to about 70

time of about 4 seconds

problems

available

suitable

in preparation.

This detector

readout

diffraction

even at the highest

in a manuscript

research.

for storage ring applications
le, a large fraction

and is highly

paths of the image

signal detection.

In fact, at

to storage phosphors.

At higher

contrasts,

and given sufficient signal, which is the case encountered

with many traditional

protein crystaUographic problems, storage phosphors

are very good detectors. In ali cases,

the CCD detectors

but, of course, with a smaller sensi-

tive area.

delivered

The importance

superior performance,

of this study is that it shows that the published

evaluations

of storage phosphors are optimistic and delimits the diffraction situations where storage
phosphors should and should not be used.
The comparative
stalled

evaluation

was performed

using the storage phosphor

system in-

at CHESS. It would be useful to redo this study with other storage phosphor

systems, since the performance

is a function of the image plate reader.

A follow-up study

using a Fuji reader is planned.
E) Pixel

Array

Detectors

Work on pixel array detectors
opment
grant.

would require far greater
This was unfortunate

most difficult detector

was delayed when it became clear that serious develresources than were available under the current

because pixel array detectors

problems

projected

research on pixel arrays was presented
proposal

to jointly

now planning
F) Ancillary

for the APS. An opportunity

by the APS Collaborative

to solve the

to begin serious

Research Program.

develop pixel arrays with the APS was submitted

is moving along rapidly.

renewal application

have the potential

DoE

and accepted

A
and

More detail on this is given in the current grant

dated May, 1992.

Beamline

and High

Pressure

Instrumentation

References'. Strzalka, 1992; Tare et al, 1992; So et al, 1992; So, 1992; manuscripts

in

preparation.
Tare et al, 1992, describes
tion to a temperature-jump
are substantial
investigated

apparatus

study of membrane

difficulties in obtaining

the possibilities

of initiating

It turns out that biomembrane
sensitive.

for time-resolved

u_form

phase transitions

lipid mesomorphic

a detailed investigation

of the structure

cation of a novel dilatometer
vs. pressure;
modynamic

transitions

and thermodynamics

of the specimens.

are exquisitly

pressure

beam.llne appara-

of lipid-water

mesomorphic

It includes the design, construction,

for measurement

we

The Ph.D. thesis of Peter So (1992) is
and appli-

of the volume changes of small specimens

this data is used, via the Clausius-Clapeyron
potentials

therefore,

(P-jumps).

pressure and temperature

of static x-ray diffraction.

vs. pressure and temperature.

at the NSLS. There

events via pressure-jumps

So et al (1992) describes automated

and the applica-

heating in bulk specimens;

tus for the performance
transitions

diffraction

relation,

to extract

the ther-

The thesis then goes on to describe a series of

high pressure x-ray cells and their application

to the study of the structure

of lipid-water

dispersions

under high pressures,

Papers detailing the instrumentation

and results of So

(1992) are presently being written.
So (1992) forms the basis of a P-jump experiment
1992.
G) Low-Light

scheduled for the NSLS in June,
i

Level Research

References: Reynolds,

1990; 1991; 1992; Hajduk & Reynolds, 1992 (abstract).

Reynolds (1991) describes procedures which could be used to obtain color information
in image intensified images.

Normally, color information

incident upon a single photo-cathode
appropriate spatial translations
obtained in simultaneous,

is lost because the image in

and the output image is a phosphor. However, by

of images of different colors, spectral information may be

parallel channels.

Reynolds (1990; 1992) describe research on lyoluminescent

phenomena with an aim

of understanding the effect and determining if it is suitable for luminescent dosimetry.
Hajduk & Reynolds (1992) reports on the observation of luminescence from polymefizing acrylamide gels. The source of luminescence is not understood, but it is speculated that
it might be useful as a diagnostic for chemical reactions which occur upon polymerization.
H) Biomaterials

and Materials

References: Boniet

Research

al, 1990; Kaufman et al, 1990; Lewis et al, 1990; Turner, 1990;

Gruner & Shyamsunder, 1991; Narayan et al, 1990; Gruner, 1991; 1992; Turner et al,
1992a & b; Gawrisch et al, 1992; So, 1992; Polcyn, 1992.
As indicated in the Introduction
both in instrumentation

development

section, every Biophysics group member is involved
and in the use of the instrumentation

for basic re-

search. Briefly:
Gruner (1992) and Tate et al (1992) are invited reviews summarizing the biomembrane
phase transition work carried out by the Princeton Biophysics group over the past 7 years.
Boni et al (1990) and Lewis et al, (1990) are characterization
surfactant molecules.
Gruner & Shyamsunder

of synthetic lipid and

(1991) and Gruner (1991) describe how membrane physical

properties may affect membrane protein activity. It is speculated that anaesthesia may be
mediated

via membrane elastic effects on proteins.

Kaufman et al (1990) describes describes a study of the physical and chemical properties of the membrane from a plasmalogen-deficient

bacterium.

Turner (1990) and Turner et al (1992a &: b) describe x-ray and neutron diffraction
based studies on the structure of nonlamellar biomembrane

lipid phases.

Turner et al

(1992b)

forms

the basis of a neutron

for the High Flux
Narayan

et al (1990)

overall volume
assumption

a nearly

of linear

addition

of water

and lipid

and Polcyn

(1992)

biomembrane

lipids,

statistics

scheduled

Lab in the Fall of 1992.

method

fully-hydrated

The assumption

of lipid chain

National

a high pressure

hydrating

So (1992)
upon

describe

literature.

study

at Brookhaven

upon

of biomembrane

sures

Beam Reactor

diffraction

for determining

lyotropic

volume,

liquid

which

the change

crystal.

underlies

in

It tests the

a vast quantity

is shown to be valid.

describe

the effects of both

as characterized

positive

via high pressure

and negative

x-ray

pres-

diffraction

and
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